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A Global Perspective: Reframing the 
History of Health, Medicine, and 
Disease

MARK HARRISON

Summary: The emergence of global history has been one of the more notable 
features of academic history over the past three decades. Although historians of 
disease were among the pioneers of one of its earlier incarnations—world his-
tory—the recent “global turn” has made relatively little impact on histories of 
health, disease, and medicine. Most continue to be framed by familiar entities such 
as the colony or nation-state or are con'ned to particular medical “traditions.” 
This article aims to show what can be gained from taking a broader perspective. 
Its purpose is not to replace other ways of seeing or to write a new “grand nar-
rative” but to show how transnational and transimperial approaches are vital to 
understanding some of the key issues with which historians of health, disease, 
and medicine are concerned. Moving on from an analysis of earlier periods of 
integration, the article offers some re(ections on our own era of globalization 
and on the emerging 'eld of global health.

Keywords: globalization, imperialism, modernity, global health

For the past two decades, “globalization” has excited great controversy. 
There are conflicting opinions as to what it is, when it started, and its 
implications for humanity.1 Historians came relatively late to these debates 
but their contributions have been substantial, having helped to define and 
explain globalization, while providing instructive analogies with the past.2 
Globalization has also had a significant impact on historiography. It has 

The author would like to thank the editors for their constructive criticisms of earlier 
drafts of this article, as well as professors at Peking and Kyung Hee universities for giving him 
the opportunity to visit hospitals and medical schools of varying types. He also expresses his 
gratitude to the Wellcome Trust for their support whilst researching this article.

1. A good starting point is D. L. Held, A. G. McGrew, D. Goldblatt, and D. Perraton 
eds., Global Transformations: Politics, Economics and Culture (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1999). 

2. E.g., A. G. Hopkins, ed., Globalization in World History (London: Pimlico, 2002).
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spawned an entirely new field of enquiry—global history—but while its 
initial purpose was to comprehend the present, the remit of global his-
tory has expanded. Many historians have found a global perspective to be 
liberating, allowing them to pursue their interests beyond conventional 
boundaries of time and space.3 And yet, the “global turn” has its critics. 
Some claim that history written on such a scale lacks nuance, specificity, 
and rigor. Others fear that current preoccupations (globalization) will 
distort our treatment of the past. Differences and divergences may also be 
neglected in our eagerness to trace connections and shared experiences.4 
Furthermore, it is argued, some global histories have tacitly endorsed the 
more exploitative aspects of globalization—an accusation recently leveled 
at some historians of medicine.5

But surprisingly few works in the history of health, disease, and medi-
cine can accurately be described as global histories or claim to be such. 
Most are framed by geopolitical entities such as the nation-state or the 
constructs we term medical traditions. There is nothing wrong with writing 
history in this way, but if that is all we do we will miss an opportunity to 
speak to some of the most pressing issues of our time. A global perspec-
tive may also enable us to produce the interpretative syntheses that are 
such a rarity in our 'eld.6 This article offers an account of the modern 
history of health, disease, and medicine that draws inspiration from the 
'eld of global history. Its principal aim is to show the relationship of these 
subjects to global dynamics, chie(y the emergence and development of 
modern world economies.

Globalization and Global History

While global history began as a response to globalization, it is no longer 
de'ned by it. Most of its practitioners distinguish between their enterprise 
and the study of globalization, even if the latter is sometimes an object of 
their research.7 Moreover, few insist on globality in a strict, geographical 
sense. They conceive of “the global” in methodological and theoretical 

3. See Patrick O’Brien, “Historiographical Traditions and Modern Imperatives for the 
Restoration of Global History,” J. Global Hist. 1 (2006): 3–39.

4. See Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2005).

5. Sarah Hodges, “The Global Menace,” Soc. Hist. Med. 25 (2012): 719–28.
6. E.g., John V. Pickstone’s Ways of Knowing: A New History of Science, Technology and Medicine 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000). This is not in any conventional sense a global 
history, but Pickstone’s ideal types are potentially applicable to all modern states and could 
be useful in certain types of global analysis.

7. See B. K. Gills and W. R. Thompson, eds., Globalization and Global History (London: 
Routledge, 2006).
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terms, placing their subjects in frameworks that transcend conventional 
boundaries.8 The essential characteristic of global history—if it has one—is 
that it traces the networks that connect people and places, allowing his-
torians to dispense with rigid compartmentalization. In these respects, 
global history has much in common with “transnational” or “connected” 
histories, though the former is obviously limited to periods and places in 
which nation-states exist.9 Global history also offers historians a standpoint 
from which long-term historical processes can be more easily discerned. 
Historians of health, disease, and medicine have not taken this oppor-
tunity as often as they might, and the result has been a historiography 
that is fragmented and with strong interpretative biases. The analysis of 
relatively small temporal or geographical units inclines toward histories 
of singularity and change, whereas more expansive frameworks tend to 
reveal connections and continuities. Both are clearly necessary, and it is 
time that the balance is restored.

In its early incarnations, global history concentrated chie(y on glo-
balization and for this reason it was sometimes distinguished from world 
history, which emphasized the peculiarities of states and civilizations, as 
well as their internal dynamics of change.10 But this distinction is no lon-
ger valid, if it ever was. World histories tend to have a greater geographi-
cal and chronological scope than global histories. They are also more 
inclined to compartmentalize societies and cultures, many studies having 
been concerned with the “rise” (and demise) of “the West,” for example.11 

Yet, most world historians have not allowed their frameworks to become 
static, and some are just as concerned with connectivity and integration as 
those who consider themselves globalists.12 It therefore makes little sense 

8. B. Mazlish, “Introduction,” in Conceptualizing Global History, ed. B. Mazlish and R. 
Buultjens (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1993), 1–26; Regina Grafe, “Turning Maritime History 
into Global History: Some Conclusions from the Impact of Globalization in Early Modern 
Spain,” in Research in Maritime History. No. 43: Maritime History as Global History, ed. M. Fusaro 
and A. Polónia (St. John’s, N(d.: International Maritime Economic History Association, 
2010), 249–66.

9. E.g., Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “Connected Histories: Notes towards a Recon'guration 
of Early Modern Eurasia,” Mod. Asian Stud. 31 (1997): 735–62; A. Curthoys and M. Lake, 
Connected Worlds: History in Transnational Perspective (Canberra: ANU Press, 2005).

10. Bruce Mazlish, “Comparing Global History to World History,” J. Interdiscip. Hist. 28 
(1998): 385–95.

11. E.g., Geoffrey Parker, The Military Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the West, 
1500–1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988); William H. McNeill, The Rise 
of the West: A History of the Human Community (1963; repr., Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1991). Some such histories tend toward essentialism—e.g., Samuel P. Huntington, The 
Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996).

12. E.g., C. A. Bayly, The Birth of the Modern World 1780–1914 (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004); 
J. R. McNeill and William H. McNeill, The Human Web: A Bird’s-Eye View of World History 
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to insist that global history and world history are distinct modes of analy-
sis,13 especially now that the scope of global history has widened. Many 
works incorporate elements of both—focusing on points of interaction 
between global and “local” dynamics, marrying histories of connectivity 
with histories of structural change. This is very much the approach that 
I advocate. In what follows I argue that the rise and transmutation of the 
global market had a profound effect upon health, disease, and medicine, 
including the ways in which these concepts were understood and evalu-
ated. While the results of these changes have already been considered in 
studies of individual colonies and nations, we have not suf'ciently appreci-
ated the relationship between them and forces that are global in nature.

This article examines global integration over a fairly long time scale, 
but it is not an attempt to trace the origins of globalization. Some histori-
ans do regard such an enterprise as legitimate and claim to 'nd the ante-
cedents of contemporary globalization deep in the past.14 But the quest 
for “archaic” or even “ancient” globalization makes me uneasy because it 
often entails inaccurate parallels with earlier periods. For this reason, I 
use the term “globalization” to refer only to the decades after 1970. Nev-
ertheless, I recognize that earlier periods do bare some resemblance to 
globalization, in that one can observe connections that had acquired a 
degree of stability and affected large numbers of people.15 It is dif'cult to 
summarize these developments, but the process of integration considered 
in this article originated in the 'fteenth and sixteenth centuries, in the 
“expansion” of Europe and the exploitation of a chie(y Afro-American 
“periphery” by a European “core.” 

The initial stimulus for this expansion and the subsequent creation of 
a European “world system” was the quest for additional wealth and man-
power following plague and environmental crises in Europe.16 However, 
while imperialism was the chief driver of integration, it was not the only 
one. European expansion was accompanied or preceded by that of other 

(New York: Norton, 2003); Philip D. Curtin, Cross-Cultural Trade in World History (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984).

13. See Jürgen Osterhammel and Neils P. Peterson, Globalization: A Short History (Princ-
eton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2005), 12.

14. E.g., Karl Moore and David Charles Lewis, Origins of Globalization (New York: Rout-
ledge, 2009); D. O. Flynn and A. Giráldez, “Born Again: Globalization’s Sixteenth Century 
Origins (Asian/Global versus European Dynamics),” Paci!c Econ. Rev. 13 (2008): 359–87.

15. Osterhammel and Peterson, Globalization (n. 13), viii.
16. Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World System, 3 vols. (New York: Academic Press, 

1974); Wallerstein, World-Systems Analysis: An Introduction (Durham, N.C.: Duke University  
Press, 2004); Stephen K. Sanderson, ed., Civilizations and World Systems: Studying World-
Historical Change (Walnut Creek, Calif.: AltaMira Press, 1995).
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peoples including the Arabs and Chinese.17 In many parts of Asia, Euro-
peans capitalized their activities with the assistance of such communities, 
as well as with indigenous merchants and bankers.18 Similarly, they had 
to compete with commercial monopolies such as that established by the 
Ottomans in the Indian Ocean. Forces of integration were also at work 
beyond the empires of Europe. Although some of the old empires of 
Asia experienced stagnation and decay, others, like that of the Safavids, 
were forged anew. Indeed, the majority of people remained subjects of 
polities that were only tenuously linked to European systems. Con'ned 
to small trading concessions on the coasts and major rivers, Europeans 
had relatively little power or in(uence.19 The same was true, of course, 
of Japan, for it was not until the mid-nineteenth century that it was fully 
opened to the West.

But European imperialism was a radically disruptive force. During the 
next hundred years—through to roughly the middle of the nineteenth 
century—some of the great early modern empires, such as that of the 
Mughals, were fatally weakened, a process fomented and exploited by 
Europeans.20 Simultaneously, European countries such as Britain and 
the Netherlands enhanced their productive capacity in agriculture and 
industry, developed new 'nancial institutions such as central banks and 
stock markets, and experienced a rise in consumer demand that subse-
quently fueled commercial expansion.21 European con(icts—like the 
Seven Years’ War (1756–63)—assumed global proportions and provided 
a further stimulus to empire building. By the nineteenth century, new 
technologies of communication such as steam propulsion and the elec-
tric telegraph enabled disparate colonial possessions to be welded into 
relatively cohesive empires.22 Around these, a global economy began to 
emerge, embracing parts of the world not formally under imperial control.

17. C. A. Bayly, “‘Archaic’ and ‘Modern’ Globalization in the Eurasian and African Arena, 
c.1750–1850,” in Hopkins, Globalization in World History (n. 2), 47–73 at 50.

18. David Washbrook, “India in the Early Modern World Economy: Modes of Produc-
tion, Reproduction and Exchange,” J. Global Hist. 2 (2007): 87–111; Om Prakash, European 
Commercial Enterprise in Pre-colonial India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).

19. Bayly, Birth of the Modern World (n. 12), 27.
20. See P. J. Marshall, ed., The Eighteenth Century in Indian History: Evolution or Revolution? 

(New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2003); P. J. Marshall, Bengal: The British Bridgehead: 
Eastern India, 1740–1828 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987).

21. See, e.g., Jan de Vries, The Industrious Revolution: Consumer Behavior and the Household 
Economy, 1650 to the Present (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Maxine Berg, 
Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); 
P. J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins, British Imperialism, 1688–2000 (London: Longman, 2002).

22. Daniel R. Headrick, Power over Peoples: Technology, Environments, and Western Imperial-
ism, 1400 to the Present (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2010).
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The global dimensions of this new economy are indicated not only by 
the volume and variety of commercial transactions but by long-distance 
labor migration and the harmonization of prices for certain commodi-
ties.23 In recognition of their growing interdependence, countries sought 
agreement on the management of transportation and communications, 
aiming to reduce the impediments presented by national boundaries.24 
However, the dynamics of global integration were complex, and the 
growth of international laws and institutions masked increasing com-
petition and rivalry. This was particularly evident in agriculture, where 
improvements in transportation and new technologies such as refrigera-
tion enabled New World farmers to undercut producers in Europe. Cheap 
meat and processed foods flowed into European markets, spurring calls 
for protection. In Europe itself, the rapid rise of Germany intensified 
imperial rivalry and strengthened those forces that urged self-reliance 
and trading preferences for their own empires.25

These rivalries provided the conditions for a global war in 1914–18, 
stalling the process of integration and reconfiguring international politics. 
After the war, a new spirit of internationalism, epitomized by the League 
of Nations, briefly flourished but soon foundered on political and eco-
nomic realities.26 The rise of the Soviet Union, following the revolution 
of 1917, altered the political landscape and added an ideological dimen-
sion to international affairs. The onset of the Great Depression sharpened 
these divisions, while creating demands for economic protection and self-
sufficiency.27 The rise of Nazi Germany and Japan’s pursuit of hegemony 
in Asia created the conditions for another major conflict, disrupting or 
severing many of the ties that had formerly existed. The war marked the 
end of fascist imperial ambitions and hastened the decline of the empires 
assembled by Britain and France.

23. Ronald Findlay and Kevin O’Rourke, Power and Plenty: Trade, War, and the World Econ-
omy in the Second Millennium (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2007), chaps. 6–7.

24. Duncan Bell, ed., Victorian Visions of Global Order: Empire and International Relations in 
Nineteenth-Century Political Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).

25. Robbie Robertson, The Three Waves of Globalization: A History of a Developing Global 
Consciousness (London: Zed Books, 2004), chap. 7; Findlay and O’Rourke, Power and Plenty 
(n. 23), chap. 8.

26. Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of 
Anticolonial Nationalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Thomas J. Knock, To 
End All Wars: Woodrow Wilson and the Quest for a New World Order (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1995).

27. Jeffry A. Frieden, Global Capitalism: Its Fall and Rise in the Twentieth Century (New York: 
Norton, 2006), chaps. 6–9.
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As this period of con(ict came to an end, a new phase of integration 
began. After 1945, a concerted attempt was made to construct a new world 
order, the most prominent symbol of which was the United Nations. But 
integration proceeded for the most part within ideological blocs, capital-
ist and communist, and within them, too, signi'cant divisions emerged. 
However, other important changes, including decolonization, the rise of 
multinational corporations, foreign aid, and the emergence of new forms 
of transnational consumerism, laid the foundations of contemporary glo-
balization. This new era began in the 1970s, when the oil crisis hastened 
the collapse of “Fordist” methods of production and heavy industries in 
the West. The Soviet Bloc later began to exhaust its resources in com-
petition with resurgent and ideologically driven Western nations, while 
the process of dialogue initiated by President Nixon in the early 1970s 
saw the gradual opening of China and the beginning of market reforms. 
The fall of the Soviet Bloc in 1989–91 permitted economic integration to 
proceed apace, harnessing new communication technologies, most obvi-
ously the Internet. The revolution in IT also had the effect of altering 
perceptions of time and space, both of which were compressed.28 Capital 
became extraordinarily mobile, and production was organized on a global 
basis. In tandem with these developments, a new economic doctrine—
“neoliberalism”—began to dominate, portraying the state and organized 
labor as drags on ef'ciency. The effect was at once liberating and disori-
entating. Social and cultural forms that had existed for generations were 
rapidly dissolved, to be replaced by more cosmopolitan habits and trends. 
This complex, unstable world, marked by cruelly ironic juxtapositions of 
poverty and wealth, is the one we inhabit today.29

In the remainder of this article I show how these successive periods 
of integration have shaped not only the global contours of disease but 
the rise and expansion of Western medicine and concepts of health. By 
the twentieth century, some traditional medicines and medical products 
also came to be distributed on a global basis. But Western medicine was 
the chief bene'ciary of global integration and arguably still is, even in 
countries known for their distinctive medical traditions. These develop-
ments are considered in four sections. The 'rst three examine disease, 
medicine, and health up to the late twentieth century, while the last charts 
the effects of globalization since the 1970s. I have chosen to consider the 

28. David Harvey, The Condition of Post-modernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural 
Change (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989); Anthony Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity (Cam-
bridge: Polity, 1991).

29. Arjun Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy,” 
Theory Cult. Soc. 7 (1990): 295–310.
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recent past separately because the sources on which my analysis is based 
are different from those of previous sections. While the 'rst three are 
able to draw on an abundance of historical scholarship, coverage of the 
recent past is sketchy, and most of the works cited in the 'nal section are 
utilized as primary sources to make provisional observations on the con-
sequences of globalization.

Disease

Pathogens know no borders and lend themselves to histories that are 
global or transregional in scope, Alfred W. Crosby’s Columbian Exchange 
and William H. McNeill’s Plagues and Peoples being some of the best known 
examples.30 These monographs made a deservedly large impact, not sim-
ply on account of their range but because their subjects were woven into 
the larger tapestry of history. Their thesis was that disease (and other 
biological agents in Crosby’s case) had shaped the destiny of civilizations, 
playing a crucial part in such momentous changes as the demise of feudal-
ism and the Iberian conquest of South and Central America. Since then, 
the 'eld of disease history has become crowded, to say the least. These 
works are too numerous to mention, and to review them would detract 
from my argument.31 However, we need to think more deeply about the 
ways in which historians of disease have envisaged long-distance connec-
tions, what their limitations are and how they might be addressed. In this 
section I argue that disease histories that fail to take into account struc-
tural and ecological change gravely oversimplify the relationship between 
disease and global integration. As George Rosen once put it, “Nowhere 
does human disease occur as ‘pure nature’; instead it is ever mediated 
and modi'ed by social activity and the cultural environment which such 
activity creates.”32 We therefore need to 'nd methodologies that help us 
to understand the complexities of disease transmission and to explain the 
long-term effects of integration on human and animal health. This means 

30. Alfred W. Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492 
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1972; Crosby, Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion 
of Europe, 900–1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); William H. McNeill, 
Plagues and Peoples (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press, 1976).

31. For an overview, see J. N. Hays, The Burdens of Disease: Epidemics and Human Response in 
Western History (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2000); Mark Harrison, Disease 
and the Modern World: 1500 to the Present Day (Cambridge: Polity, 2004).

32. George Rosen, “What Is Social Medicine? A Genetic Analysis of the Concept,” in his 
From Medical Police to Social Medicine: Essays on the History of Health Care (New York: Science 
History Publications, 1974); 60–119, quotation on 60.
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examining not just the movement of pathogens but the transformation 
of social and ecological conditions—changes that affected indigenous as 
well as recently imported infections. Nor should we neglect the affects of 
global integration upon lifestyles and the diseases arising from changing 
patterns of work or cultural preferences. These are all important facets 
of “globalization,” today and in centuries past.

The de'ciencies of a simple microbe importation model have long 
been recognized by students of European imperialism, and Crosby and 
McNeill have often been criticized for their “biological determinism.”33 
Some have even suggested that they exaggerated the role of disease in 
historical change, particularly in the collapse of Native American civiliza-
tions.34 Although there is plenty of evidence to support the basic propo-
sitions of Crosby and McNeill,35 the charge of determinism has stuck, 
and many historians have subsequently stressed the social and political 
determinants of mortality. For example, the long-term impact of disease 
on the South Paci'c islands has been shown to depend crucially on the 
nature of imperial rule. Where settler capitalism dominated—in other 
words, where indigenous peoples were dispossessed of their lands—
populations took far longer to recover than in those colonies in which 
Europeans formed a small managerial elite.36 But the debate is not quite 
as polarized as this brief summary suggests. The “determinism” of Crosby 
and McNeill is often tempered by an acknowledgment that cultural and 
political factors played some part in population decline.37 Similarly, most 
social historians accept that disease has been an important and sometimes 
transformational historical agent.38

33. E.g., David Arnold, “Introduction: Disease, Medicine and Empire,” in Imperial Medi-
cine and Indigenous Societies, ed. D. Arnold (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 
1–26, quotation on 9.

34. See David E. Stannard, American Holocaust: Columbus and the Conquest of the New 
World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992); Francis J. Brooks, “Revising the Conquest 
of Mexico: Smallpox, Sources, and Populations,” J. Interdiscip. Hist. 24 (1993): 1–29, 15–28.

35. Noble David Cook, Born to Die: Disease and New World Conquest, 1492–1650 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998); Robert McCaa, “Spanish and Nahuatl Views on Smallpox 
and Demographic Catastrophe in Mexico,” in Health and Disease in Human History: A Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History Reader, ed. R. Rotberg (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2000), 167–202.

36. Stephen J. Kunitz, Disease and Social Diversity: The European Impact on the Health of Non-
Europeans (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994).

37. E.g., A. W. Crosby, “Hawaiian Depopulation as a Model for the Amerindian Experi-
ence,” in Epidemics and Ideas: Essays on the Historical Perception of Pestilence, ed. T. Ranger and 
P. Slack (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 175–201, at 201.

38. Most obviously, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, “A Concept: The Uni'cation of the Globe 
by Disease,” in his Mind and Method of the Historian, trans. Siân Reynolds and Ben Reynolds 
(Brighton: Harvester, 1981), 28–83.
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The real question is where the emphasis should lie: how much weight 
should be given to pathogens and vectors, and how much to the forces 
that condition them? The answer depends on the case to be examined, 
but, in general, we can learn much from the approach taken by John R. 
McNeill in his recent study of the Caribbean.39 McNeill argues that the 
geopolitical history of the region was shaped by its disease ecology but 
that this environment was itself produced by human action. He shows how 
pathogens and disease vectors were shipped from Africa to the Americas 
on slaving vessels and how they became naturalized in environments 
profoundly altered by the rise of plantation agriculture. Although disease 
'gures prominently in McNeill’s account as a force for historical change 
(and stasis), he stresses the coevolution of the slave-based economies and 
the biological agents that came to be embedded in them.40

McNeill’s work indicates how we might go about writing a global his-
tory of disease, a history that gives due attention to biological and political 
factors. But it would be impossible to undertake a similarly 'ne-grained 
analysis for a larger area, and so far there has been little appetite for simi-
lar research on other regions. Regional studies of disease in Europe are 
largely con'ned to medieval visitations of the plague, later known as the 
Black Death.41 One reason for this, perhaps, is the reluctance of many 
historians to indulge in speculation about the identity of diseases in the 
past—something that is essential to the political-ecological approach 
favored by McNeill. While there has been a protracted debate about the 
identity of European plagues in the medieval and early modern periods, 
this issue has also arisen in respect of the “Great Pox.” Some historians 
regard the use of the term “syphilis” to describe this malady not only as 
anachronistic but as illegitimate because it implies the existence of a stable 
entity over many centuries.42

If our aim is solely to understand disease as contemporaries did, then 
its biological identity is relatively unimportant. But the insistence that we 
must avoid using modern disease categories prevents us from charting the 
spread of disease or explaining the rise and fall of epidemics and their 

39. J. R. McNeill, Mosquito Empires: Ecology and War in the Greater Caribbean, 1620–1914 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010).

40. The extent of integration in the early modern world is debatable: see Flynn and Girál-
dez, “Born Again” (n. 14); Jan de Vries, “The Limits of Globalization in the Early Modern 
World,” Econ. Hist. Rev., second ser. 63 (2010): 710–33.

41. The most recent and comprehensive study is Ole J. Benedictow’s The Black Death 
1346–1353: The Complete History (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2004).

42. Jon Arrizabalaga, John Henderson, and Roger French, The Great Pox: The French Disease 
in Renaissance Europe (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1997).
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relationship to economic, political, and environmental changes. These 
are surely legitimate questions. They are also vital if we are to attempt any-
thing more than a localized study. Otherwise, there would be no reason 
to place the “French disease” or the “Neapolitan disease” within the same 
analytical frame, let alone !rangi roga or any of the other names used to 
describe syphilis in Asia. If cross-cultural comparisons are to be attempted, 
or long-distance connections explored, then it is clearly useful to establish 
the identity of the disease in question. It is not always possible to do so with 
certainty, but analysis of ancient and modern DNA and stable isotopes is 
improving rapidly, and there are now many techniques that enable us to 
determine the existence of pathogens in the past.43 Such methods have 
already proved the existence of plague (as we would understand it) in 
medieval and early modern Europe and may yet settle other controversial 
issues such as the origins of the “Black Death,” which have been variously 
traced to China and Central Asia.44

Bio-archaeological and paleogenetic techniques will assuredly become 
important tools for those who wish to write the history of disease from a 
global or long-term perspective, and will be particularly important where 
manuscript and other documentary sources are fragmentary or ambigu-
ous. This may be one reason why the disease history of parts of Asia is 
currently underdeveloped, but it is unlikely to be the only one, for sources 
relating to epidemics in the Indian subcontinent are relatively abundant 
and could permit detailed explorations of the relationship among disease, 
trade, conquest, and environmental change.45 The same is true of the 

43. E.g., Kirsten I. Bos, Verena J. Schuenemann, G. Brian Golding, et al., “A Draft 
Genome of Yersinia pestis from Victims of the Black Death,” Nature 478 (2011): 506–10; 
Giovanna Morelli, et al., “Yersinia Pestis Genome Sequencing Identi'es Patterns of Global 
Phylogenetic Diversity,” Nature Genet. 42 (2010): 1140–43.

44. On climate change and plague, see Bruce M. S. Campbell, “Physical Shocks, Bio-
logical Hazards, and Human Impacts: The Crisis of the Fourteenth Century Revisited,” in 
Le interazioni fra economia e ambiente biologico nell’Europe Preindustriale Secc. XIII–XVIII, ed. S. 
Cavaciocchi (Prato: F. Datini, 2010), 13–32. On plague in Asia, see George D. Sussman, 
“Was the Black Death in India and China?, Bull. Hist. Med. 85 (2011): 319–55; Angela Ki 
Che Leung, “Diseases of the Premodern Period in China,” in The Cambridge World History of 
Human Disease, ed. K. F. Kiple (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 354–62; Li 
Bozhong, “Was There a ‘Fourteenth-Century Turning Point’? Population, Land, Technology 
and Farm Management,” in The Song-Yuan-Ming Transition in Chinese History, ed. P. J. Smith 
and R. von Glahn (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003), 134–75.

45. E.g., “A Voyage Round the World by Dr. John Francis Gernelli Careri, Containing 
the Most Remarkable Things He Saw in Indostan,” in India in the Seventeenth Century, vol. 2, 
ed. J. P. Guha (New Delhi: Associated Publishing House, 1976), 203; Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, ed. 
Syud Ahmud (Aligharh: Private Press, 1864), 209–10, 219–20. In the case of non-European 
sources such as the Tuzuk, it is important, where possible, to return to the originals: older 
translations tend to blur the distinction between generic terms for epidemics and references 
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wider Indian Ocean region, identi'ed over twenty years ago as a promising 
area of study.46 But there are no Asian counterparts to the Atlantic studies 
of Alfred W. Crosby and John R. McNeill—a lacuna that presents a major 
opportunity to scholars with the requisite skills. The historical coverage 
of most of Africa prior to 1800 is even more limited, although in this case 
it is the absence of documentation that is largely to blame.47 Only in the 
north of the continent—in Ethiopia and the Islamic caliphates—is it pos-
sible to determine the origins and impact of disease with accuracy.48 To 
date, most of this scholarship has concentrated on ancient and medieval 
plagues, but recent work on the Ottoman Empire has begun to examine 
the relationship of disease to environmental change, imperial expansion 
and commerce in later centuries.49 Before long, it may be possible to chart 
the spread of disease through a large swathe of North Africa and Asia dur-
ing the early modern period, as well as the ways in which environments 
changed as a consequence of conquest, war, and commerce.

After 1800, the epidemiological contours of Africa and most other 
parts of the world are more distinct and the scholarship more abundant. 
But while the geographical coverage is more even, it remains fragmented. 
Historians have tended to view disease largely within national or colonial 
borders, their principal intention being to examine tensions within the 
body politic. In this sense, the historiography of disease in nineteenth-
century Asia and Africa has largely mirrored that of Europe and North 
America.50 Most historians have therefore failed to grasp the broader sig-
ni'cance of this period. No less a 'gure than Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie 
dismissed the nineteenth century as a mere footnote to the “exchanges” 
of 1300–1600, a period which, he insisted, has “no parallel before or 

46. David Arnold, “The Indian Ocean as a Disease Zone, 1500–1950,” South Asia 14 
(1991): 1–22.

47. Gwyn Prins, “But What Was the Disease? The Present State of Health and Healing 
in African Studies,” Past Pres. 124 (1989): 159–79.

48. William Rosen, Justinian’s Flea: Plague, Empire and the Birth of Europe (London: Viking, 
2007); Lester K. Little, ed., Plague and the End of Antiquity: The Pandemic of 541–750 (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); Stuart J. Borsch, The Black Death in Egypt and 
England: A Comparative Study (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005); Michael W. Dols, The 
Black Death in the Middle East (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1977).

49. Sam White, The Climate of Rebellion in the Early Modern Ottoman Empire (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011); White, “Rethinking Disease in Ottoman History,” Int. 
J. Middle East Stud. 42 (2010): 549–67; Nükhet Varlik, Plague and Empire in the Early Modern 
Mediterranean World: The Ottoman Experience, 1347–1600 (New York and Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2015).

50. Works on this subject are too numerous to mention, but for an indicative and in(u-
ential sample see the essays in Ranger and Slack, Epidemics and Ideas (n. 37).
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since.”51 This generalization holds true only if we con'ne our attention 
to the immediate demographic impact of disease. In other respects, the 
epidemiological upheavals of the “long nineteenth century” were just as 
signi'cant. The 1800s saw the greatest redistribution of pathogens the 
world has ever known. Human, animal, and plant diseases circulated in 
many directions, with enormous social and political rami'cations. This 
global picture usually appears as a dimly illuminated backdrop to a local 
or national story. It is therefore necessary to think more deeply about the 
connections between these apparently disparate events.

In the 1790s, the dawn of this new epidemiological era was heralded by 
a resurgence of yellow fever in the Caribbean. An epidemic subsequently 
developed in the western Atlantic amidst the tumult of war and revolu-
tion.52 Spreading northward to the eastern seaboard of America, yellow 
fever then passed eastward over the Atlantic to reach Europe, seemingly 
for the 'rst time. For nearly three decades it erupted sporadically but 
powerfully along the Mediterranean coast, creating havoc in cities such as 
Cadiz and Barcelona.53 After an isolated outbreak on Gibraltar in 1828, the 
disease was absent from Europe for nearly thirty years, before returning 
again in the 1850s and 1860s—part of a new wave of disease that engulfed 
the Atlantic region as a whole.54 These pulses of yellow fever were prob-
ably related to (uctuations in climate but were sustained by a combination 
of colonial warfare and trade. The same is true of plague, which spread 
from the Middle East in the 1800s and 1810s (as far west as Malta) and 
later of cholera, which radiated out of South Asia from the 1820s.55 Other 

51. Ladurie, “A Concept” (n. 38), 30.
52. See McNeill, Mosquito Empires (n. 39); David Geggus, Slavery, War, and Revolution: 

The British Occupation of Saint Domingue, 1793–1798 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1982) chap. 13; J. 
Worth Estes and B. G. Smith, eds., A Melancholy Scene of Devastation: The Public Response to the 
1793 Philadelphia Yellow Fever Epidemic (Philadelphia: College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 
1997); P. Sean Taylor, “‘We Live in the Midst of Death’: Yellow Fever, Moral Economy and 
Public Health in Philadelphia, 1793–1805” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 2001); 
J. H. Powell, Bring Out Your Dead: The Great Plague of Yellow Fever in Philadelphia in 1793 (Phila-
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1949).

53. Mercedes Pascual Artiaga, Fam, malatia I mort: Alacant I la !bre groga de l’any 1804 
(Simat de la Valldigna: La Xara, 2000); M. Dolores Gaspar Garcia, “La epidemia de 'ebre 
amarilla que asoló Barcelona en 1821, a través del contenido del manuscrito 156 de la 
Biblioteca Universitaria de Barcelona,” Gimbernat 18 (1992): 65–72; M. Cabal, “Medidas 
adoptadas por la Junta de Sanidad del Principado ante la posible invasión peninsular de la 
'ebre amarilla existente en Cádiz y Real Isla de León en el siglo XVIII al XIX,” Boletín del 
Instituto de Estudios Asturianos 42 (1988): 409–28.

54. William Coleman, Yellow Fever in the North: The Methods of Early Epidemiology (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1987).

55. Christopher Hamlin’s Cholera: The Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) 
is the only historical monograph that considers cholera from a global perspective, although 
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diseases became prevalent for much the same reasons, their predations 
aggravated by brutality and dispossession.56

As this tumultuous century drew to a close, plague was unleashed from 
its con'nes in parts of Asia and North Africa to reach every inhabited 
continent.57 More than any previous pandemic, the resurgence of this 
ancient disease illustrated the perils of global connections and new forms 
of transportation such as the railway and steamship. As plague was inca-
pable of sustaining itself for longer than forty days in a con'ned space 
such as a ship, “sail-age” pandemics were probably restricted to the Old 
World. But with the advent of steam power, every country was at risk, and 
it is no coincidence that the 1890s saw a dramatic escalation in the use of 
the term “pandemic” to describe widespread infectious diseases. Hitherto, 
the term had rarely been applied to such epidemics, even in the case of 
cholera. Many diseases regarded as noncontagious had also been referred 
to as “pandemic,” as were aspects of lifestyle and morality. By the early 
twentieth century, however, the modern meaning of the term had become 
dominant. This was due in large part to plague but also to two major 
epidemics of in(uenza: the 'rst in 1889–93 and the second in 1918–19. 
These were truly global infections, being oblivious of borders and social 
rank. A mature telegraph network also made possible the reporting of 
these outbreaks almost as they happened, producing a sense of dread at 
in(uenza’s seemingly inexorable progress.58

Much has been written about these pandemics—or at least their local 
manifestations—but the connections between them are seldom consid-
ered. Nor have they been seen in relation to other pathogenic exchanges 

it is not a global history in the sense that its primary purpose is to examine connectivity. 
More in this vein is Projit Bihari Mukharji’s “The ‘Cholera Cloud’ in the Nineteenth-Century 
‘British World’: History of an Object-Without-an-Essence,” Bull. Hist. Med. 86 (2012): 303–32. 
National studies of cholera are legion, but some have a regional or continental focus, e.g., 
Myron Echenberg, Africa in the Time of Cholera: A History of Pandemics from 1817 to the Present 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011); Peter Baldwin, Contagion and the State in 
Europe, 1830–1930 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), chap. 3.

56. See, e.g., Kunitz, Disease and Social Diversity (n. 36); David Jones, Rationalizing Epidemics: 
Meanings and Uses of American Indian Mortality Since 1600 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 2004); Judy Campbell, Invisible Invaders: Smallpox and Other Diseases in Aboriginal 
Australia 1780–1880 (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 2002).

57. See Myron Echenberg, Plague Ports: The Global Urban Impact of Bubonic Plague, 1894–
1901 (New York: New York University Press, 2007).

58. Mark Honigsbaum, “The Great Dread: Cultural and Psychological Impacts and 
Responses to the ‘Russian’ In(uenza in the United Kingdom, 1889–1893,” Soc. Hist. Med. 23 
(2010): 299–319; Howard Phillips and David Killingray, eds., The Spanish In"uenza Pandemic 
of 1918–19: New Perspectives (London: Routledge, 2003).
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that arose from the global trade in agricultural commodities. Livestock 
plagues such as rinderpest, rabies, foot and mouth, and East Coast fever,59 
as well as plant infections like the blight that caused the Great Irish 
Famine,60 brought hardship and death to millions. Contemporaries saw 
these phenomena as linked and many regarded the simultaneous spread 
of cattle plague and cholera as a sign of a world gone awry.61 It was the 
enormous variety of pathogens that distinguished this period from earlier 
epidemiological crises, as did their diverse points of origin. Although most 
originated in Asia and Europe, some came from elsewhere, including the 
Americas. The blight that destroyed the Irish potato crop, for instance, was 
most likely imported into Europe in shipments of guano from Peru; the 
diseases and pests that devastated European vineyards at the end of the 
century were also of American origin. Each of these diseases was related 
to speci'c patterns of movement, such as those occasioned by trade, war, 
economic migration, and religious devotion.62

59. Karen Brown, Mad Dogs and Meerkats: A History of Resurgent Rabies in Southern Africa 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2011); Saurabh Mishra, “Beasts, Murrains and the Raj: Reas-
sessing Colonial Medicine in India from the Veterinary Perspective, 1860–1900,” Bull. Hist. 
Med. 85 (2011): 587–619; Susan D. Jones, Death in a Small Package: A Short History of Anthrax 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010); Karen Brown and Daniel Gilfoyle, eds., 
Healing the Herds: Disease, Livestock Economies, and the Globalization of Veterinary Medicine (Ath-
ens: Ohio University Press, 2010); William Beinart and Lotte Hughes, Environment and Empire 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), chap. 11; Abigail Woods, A Manufactured Plague: 
The History of Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Britain (London: Earthscan, 2004); Pule Phoofolo, 
“Face to Face with Famine: The BaSotho and the Rinderpest, 1897–1899,” J. South African 
Stud. 29 (2003): 503–27; Paul Crane'eld, Science and Empire: East Coast Fever in Rhodesia and 
the Transvaal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Thomas P. Ofcansky, “The 
1889–97 Rinderpest Epidemic and the Rise of British and German Colonialism in Eastern 
and Southern Africa,” J. African Stud. 8 (1981): 31–38; Manuel A. Machado, Aftosa: A His-
torical Survey of Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Inter-American Relations (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1969).

60. James S. Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine (Stroud: Sutton, 2001); Andreas Dix, 
“Phylloxera,” in Encyclopedia of World Environmental History, ed. S. Krech, J. R. McNeill, and 
C. Merchant (London: Routledge, 2004), 1002; J. F. M. Clark, Bugs and the Victorians (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2009).

61. Mark Harrison, Contagion: How Commerce Has Spread Disease (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 2012), 216–18.

62. See, e.g., Mark Harrison, “Disease and World History from 1750,” in The Cam-
bridge World History Volume 7: Production, Destruction and Connection, 1750–Present, Part 1: 
Structures, Spaces, and Boundary Making, ed. John McNeill and Kenneth Pomeranz, (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 237–57; Saurabh Mishra, Pilgrimage, Politics, and 
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The most important of these was trade, which expanded massively in 
scale and scope in the course of the century. To be more speci'c, most of 
the century’s pandemics and panzootics were consequences of the reori-
entation of production from local needs toward international markets.63 
Imperialism—and British imperialism in particular—provided the catalyst 
for these changes and gave them a distinctive character and form. But the 
rami'cations of the new world economy were by no means con'ned to the 
imperial powers and their colonies.64 Around the world, agricultural and 
industrial production was transformed as states and entrepreneurs began 
to take advantage of access to a rapidly expanding market. A massive surge 
in the volume of commodity exports and investments was followed by an 
unprecedented convergence of prices.65 Established industries, farms, 
and communities were swept away by the force of foreign competition 
and state-driven development.

We cannot understand the full impact of economic integration unless 
we consider how environments were changed by their incorporation into 
a global market. Capturing the complexity of these dynamics in a single 
narrative is formidably dif'cult, but one way of doing so is to examine a 
variety of localities in order to determine how ecosystems were altered as 
they were drawn into a global web. This is, perhaps, most easily achieved 
by focusing on an industry or type of economic activity rather than any 
particular disease. Plantation agriculture is well suited to this, for it illus-
trates both the global migration of pathogens and their sensitivity to 
social and ecological conditions. As they developed during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, the sugar plantations of the Atlantic came to 
rely almost exclusively on African slaves. While slavery lingered on in the 
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American South, it was progressively abolished elsewhere and, by the mid-
nineteenth century, most plantations in the Caribbean and Latin America 
depended on an in(ux of cheap labor from overseas. The majority came 
in the form of indentured workers from South Asia and China, and the 
same was true of the plantations that came to be established in parts of 
Southeast Asia and tropical Africa.66 It was Asia, too, that provided most 
of the labor to build railways in Africa and North America.

The epidemiological consequences of these migrations have been 
examined most carefully with respect to the shipment of indentured work-
ers from South Asia to the Caribbean. From these studies, we know that 
cholera, smallpox, and other diseases often broke out on migrant vessels 
and that these pathogens were carried to many parts of the world.67 But 
migration within states was equally important. In Russia, the abolition of 
serfdom in the 1860s resulted in an eastward migration of peasants who 
seized land from nomadic pastoralists. Deprived of the means of subsis-
tence, many former herders had little option but to work on the farms and 
mines established by the immigrants. There, they encountered malaria, 
which had recently been brought into the region. Unable to afford relief 
in the form of quinine, they suffered terribly from the effects of parasitic 
infection.68 In British India, too, migration stimulated by the growth of a 
global economy had a profound effect upon the distribution of pathogens. 
Indentured laborers were transported to tea plantations in Assam and 
elsewhere in the Northeast by river, bringing with them a variety of infec-
tions including those causing leishmaniasis, known locally as kala-azar.69 
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This insect-borne disease quickly became established in monocultural 
plantations, in which there were relatively few natural predators.

By the 1880s, as the rail link to Calcutta was nearing completion, Assam 
also experienced what appears to be its 'rst epidemic of cholera. Cholera 
was common among the laborers who built the railway, and they were 
often seen as responsible for infecting new areas.70 Once introduced, 
the disease thrived in the insanitary and overcrowded dwellings to be 
found in the tea gardens. The same was true of the parasitic infection, 
hookworm. As hookworms are transmitted in feces, the poor sanitation 
on most plantations meant that the disease became 'rmly established 
in many parts of the world. Hookworm diminished the productivity of 
workers, and it was partly for this reason that it became the target of the 
Rockefeller Foundation’s 'rst campaigns in disease eradication in the 
American South and later overseas.71 One focus of the RF’s activities was 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka), hookworm having spread with indentured laborers 
from South India. Tamil laborers were brought in to work on tea and rub-
ber plantations established by the British, whose brutality and neglect had 
deterred most of the native Singhalese from seeking employment in them. 
Conditions in the plantations were so bad that the hookworm infection 
rate had reached 90 percent by 1916.72

Another way of exploring the impact of the global market on disease 
is to examine its connections with particular commodities. Commercial-
ized rice production, for example, is closely associated with a number of 
diseases, one of which is malaria. The relationship between rice cultiva-
tion and malaria is extremely complex, much depending upon prior 
exposure of laborers to infection, the stability of previous transmission 
patterns, and species of mosquito.73 Nevertheless, the rising incidence and 
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prevalence of malaria in many parts of the world was closely related to the 
production of rice on a large scale, especially where paddies were fed by 
newly constructed canals.74 Rice monoculture also resulted in a decline 
of natural mosquito predators and consequently in terrible epidemics of 
malaria, such as those that occurred in the highlands of Madagascar in 
1878 and 1895.75 The establishment of canal colonies in the Punjab in the 
late nineteenth century and the irrigation of lands adjacent to the River 
Indus in the 1920s and 1930s similarly produced a surge in malaria.76 

Nor were such epidemics con'ned to the colonies. The commercializa-
tion of agriculture and the expansion of large-scale rice cultivation in 
the American Midwest led to malaria becoming a serious problem in 
southern Illinois, just as it was beginning to decline in older areas of pro-
duction in the South.77 Being a highly intensive form of agriculture, rice 
cultivation depended heavily on migrant labor. Workers traveling to new 
areas of cultivation often brought with them new strains of parasites or 
were exposed to infection for the 'rst time. Despite growing awareness 
of the transmission of malaria at the turn of the twentieth century, the 
pro'tability of rice cultivation in countries such as Italy stalled attempts 
to curb exposure by regulating working hours and improving accommo-
dation.78 Nor was malaria the only disease associated with commercial 
rice production. The industrialization of rice farming, especially the pro-
cess of milling, resulted in the growing prevalence and incidence of the  
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de'ciency disease beriberi. Milling reduced the vitamin-rich husk and 
in many parts of East, South, and Southeast Asia, populations unable to 
'nd the vitamin in other items of diet began to suffer severely.79 These 
examples are intended to show how one might explore long-distance 
connections without concentrating on the more obvious candidates—the 
nineteenth century’s great pandemics. Other methods or diseases could 
serve this purpose equally well. Tuberculosis, for instance, came to promi-
nence as a disease of the industrializing West but later became prevalent 
elsewhere; not primarily because of infection by Europeans but because of 
rapid economic change. In Britain, the highest rates of tuberculosis were 
often in areas in which coal and other forms of mining were the principal 
sources of employment. The high incidence of diseases such as pneumo-
coniosis and silicosis probably predisposed miners to develop tubercular 
infections.80 However, “pulmonary consumption,” the nearest contempo-
rary analogue to the disease tuberculosis, was effectively excluded from 
the purview of the early public health movement in Britain, as were many 
other diseases that stemmed directly from working conditions. Though 
it was the principal cause of death, consumption was regarded by Edwin 
Chadwick as a disease whose causes were too complex to fall within the 
remit of his enquiry into the health of the laboring poor.81 It consequently 
took many years for tuberculosis to be established as an occupational 
disease, despite its intimate relationship with industries such as mining.82

Cramped and poorly ventilated conditions in factories and mines, as 
well as in workers’ accommodations, were conducive to the spread of 
tuberculosis and when these industries relied heavily on migrant labor the 
problem was magni'ed. This pattern was evident in South Africa from 
the 1870s, as mining developed rapidly in Kimberley and on the Rand.83 
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The same was true of India, where disease spread from industrial centers 
as laborers returned to their villages. In both cases, the contrast with the 
preindustrial past was striking. Tuberculosis was scarcely acknowledged as 
a problem affecting Indians until the 1840s but by the end of the century 
it was rampant in the cotton towns of Western India and the jute manu-
factories of Bengal. Over the course of the next half century, mortality 
from tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases rose sharply as deaths 
from other common infections declined. Nevertheless, it took a long 
time for the problem to be recognized and it was forced onto the of'cial 
agenda only through the efforts of Indians trained in public health. The 
outbreak of the First World War, which saw colonial troops and labor corps 
mixing with soldiers from the West, caused tuberculosis to spread even 
more widely. European doctors, whose countries were now experiencing 
a decline in tuberculosis, began to regard the disease as rite of passage 
through which all industrializing societies must pass. In their view, it was 
part of the price to be paid for the advance of civilization.84

The circulation of pathogens through the new global economy and, 
later, during the war presented great dif'culties, the most obvious of which 
was how to regulate the (ow of people and commodities without disrupt-
ing either the economy or the war effort. As far as labor was concerned, 
the peacetime balance tilted in favor of movement, as health checks were 
often cursory and seldom posed much of an obstacle to immigration.85 In 
wartime, the stakes were higher and the controls more stringent.86 The 
case of trade was different again. Quarantine and sanitary embargoes 
were established means of controlling the spread of infectious disease, 
but nations were regularly embroiled in disputes over the legitimacy of 
such measures, some of which devastated their economies.87 By the start 
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of the twentieth century, however, a new strategy had been devised, rely-
ing more on surveillance and preemption than the prohibition of move-
ment.88 This was one of the tasks of newly established organizations such 
as the Pan American Health Organization and the Of'ce Internationale 
d’Hygiène Publique.89 However, agricultural diseases remained a problem, 
for the measures taken to prevent their spread had a greater impact on 
the economies of af(icted nations. The depression of the late nineteenth 
century and increasing transportation of bulky commodities such as ani-
mals, meat, and grain sparked trade wars in which the supposed risk of 
infection 'gured prominently.90

A more dif'cult question was how to temper development in the 
interests of public health. The balance was struck differently in different 
places: in some, considerations of health were subsumed by the pursuit 
of pro't, especially where labor was bonded, cheap, and plentiful.91 But 
usually health and productivity were not mutually exclusive. Disease 
affected productivity after all, and this was increasingly recognized dur-
ing the twentieth century as more attention was paid to the health of the 
workforce.92 But the relationship between health and productivity often 
depended on racial considerations and on the extent to which industries 
faced labor shortages. It was not until the 1930s that South African min-
ing of'cials became seriously concerned about the health of their African 
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workers, for example. Only at that point did they began to realize that 
the supply of black labor was 'nite, whereas recognition of the need to 
protect the health of white workers, whose numbers were more restricted, 
came considerably earlier.93

Before moving on to examine medicine, I wish to reiterate the main 
point of the discussion so far: that thinking globally about disease means 
more than considering the movement of pathogens or even relative 
immunity. Disease is a powerful agent of change, but it never operates 
in a vacuum and to regard it is a force of globalization is simplistic.94 It 
is necessary to identify the dynamics that forge pathogenic connections 
and that simultaneously transform the social and natural ecologies into 
which pathogens and vectors are introduced. Only in this way can we 
account for the differential impact of disease and its longer term conse-
quences. It is important to remember that the nineteenth century saw the 
emergence of markedly different regimes of mortality, despite the global 
circulation of pathogens. From the middle of the century, public health 
interventions and improved nutrition resulted in falling death rates in 
many Western countries, while mortality rates in their colonies remained 
stable or increased.95 The legacy of this divergence is, of course, still much 
in evidence.96 To put it another way, those countries and social classes that 
were able to exploit global connections (ourished and bene'tted from 
advanced systems of public health and health care. This included not only 
Europe and North America but also some of their dominions, such as New 
Zealand, which grew rich as a result of long-distance trade in agricultural 
commodities. By the early 1900s, New Zealand was well on the way to 
becoming a social laboratory that others would emulate.97 But those who 
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were driven into penury or forced to seek work as migrant laborers saw 
a decrease in their standard of living and state of health. These refugees 
from forest and 'eld—concentrated in the European colonies—were 
the losers of the new global system, much as their counterparts today.98

Medicine

One characteristic of historical scholarship over the past two decades has 
been its sensitivity to different voices and experiences. From this stand-
point, the rise of Western medicine is not the only story worth telling, and 
to write a global history of medicine solely from that perspective would 
be unacceptable to many.99 This remains one of the greatest challenges 
facing our 'eld, for general histories of medicine have concentrated 
almost exclusively on the Western medical tradition.100 Although Henry 
Sigerist devoted a large section of the second volume of his un'nished 
multivolume history to ancient India and Persia, this appears to have 
been a prelude to the early history of the Western tradition, much as in 
the earlier work of Garrison, for example.101 Conscious of the neglect of 
other traditions, Roy Porter devoted two chapters to Indian and Chinese 
medicine respectively in The Greatest Bene!t to Mankind. Yet these chapters 
sit rather uneasily with the others, which are devoted to Western medicine 
through the ages and in various manifestations.102

It is probably impossible to give equal weight to all medical traditions 
in a single volume, and to do so would require a breadth of scholarship far 
beyond the majority of historians. Such an ambitious undertaking might 
be feasible as a collective enterprise, but a more expedient approach for 
the lone scholar would be to examine interactions between medical cul-
tures over a shorter time span. Even then, one encounters a multitude of 
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problems, not the least of which is deciding when to begin. Dates that are 
signi'cant for one tradition are not necessarily signi'cant for another. 
Deciding where to begin is no easier. As late as 1800, Western medicine 
was not as widely diffused as tibb, a descendent of ancient Greco-Roman 
medicine that was practiced widely throughout the Islamic world.103 A 
global history of modern medicine might just as well commence in the 
courts of Constantinople or Bukhara as in the medical schools of Europe.

My task in this article is fortunately less ambitious, for it is to examine 
the impact on health and medicine of the global market. Until the turn 
of the twentieth century, this was most clearly evident in the rise of West-
ern medicine, and any general study has to acknowledge that fact. Other 
medical traditions lacked the expansionist and hegemonic aspirations of 
Western medicine and even the most widely disseminated—tibb—adapted 
to those localities into which it had spread. Other medical cultures (such 
as ayurveda) made a virtue of locality and of their organic relationship 
with places and peoples. Western medicine was different because its truth 
claims were universal and because it was bound closely to ideas of prog-
ress and reform.

Modern “Western” medicine (the term was not widely used until the 
twentieth century) is normally thought to have emerged in Europe, or 
more speci'cally in Paris, at the end of the eighteenth century.104 How-
ever, its origins were far more diverse and are to be found outside Europe 
as well as within it. The expansion of long-distance commerce fostered 
an empirical sensibility in Europe and its Asian and American colonies, 
and this contributed to the emergence of new forms of knowledge.105 
European merchants began to cultivate and exploit a cosmopolitan trade 
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in medicaments as well as actively engaging in a search for new botani-
cal remedies. Not all of these items were adopted for use in Europe, but 
the opening of Asia and the conquest of the Americas enabled Europe’s 
therapeutic repertoire to expand.106 The colonies also afforded great 
opportunities for Europeans who wished to investigate diseases and their 
relationship to the natural world, as well as to view their appearances 
postmortem. Similar opportunities were not available in Europe until 
the early nineteenth century, but ideas and practices from the colonies 
began to 'lter through to Europe before that, contributing to a grow-
ing clamor for reform.107 Modern (Western) medicine, then, was spread 
through not only channels of global interaction, but was also, in some 
measure, their offspring. Centers of innovation in Europe existed in a 
dynamic relationship with one another and with the colonies, linked by 
networks of long-distance trade, correspondence, and a plethora of new 
medical journals. Medicaments and dried plant specimens (sometimes 
accompanied by relevant literature) followed routes that originated within 
but ultimately expanded beyond imperial networks.108 We are only just 
becoming aware of the scope and importance of these connections, but 
they suggest the need to revise conventional, Eurocentric accounts of the 
rise of modern medicine.

After modern “Western” medicine became established at the turn of 
the nineteenth century, its champions were at great pains to distance 
themselves from vestiges of “superstition” in their own past and what 
they perceived as such in other traditions. Their assertiveness re(ected 
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newfound con'dence in the experimental sciences (which had begun to 
have an impact on medicine), but it had an ideological dimension, too, 
and this acquired its sharpest de'nition outside of Europe and North 
America. It was here, from the 1820s and 1830s, that medicine, like other 
forms of science, was projected as a civilizing in(uence, attaining greater 
prestige against a backdrop of “ignorance” and “unthinking tradition.”109 
But Western medicine was far from monolithic. One obvious difference 
was between missionary medicine—with its con(ation of science and 
faith—and the more systematized medicine practiced in major hospi-
tals.110 Even within state institutions there were signi'cant variations in the 
practice and character of Western medicine as experienced in day-to-day 
encounters in small dispensaries and clinics.111 To varying degrees it was 
adapted and taken up by non-Western peoples, re(ecting their preoc-
cupations and cultural preferences as much as government policies.112 
Furthermore, hospitals and medical schools in parts of Asia, Africa, and 
the Americas were pioneering concepts and techniques that became 
popular elsewhere, including established centers of learning in Europe. 
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the crossover was 
most evident in the 'elds of bacteriology, parasitology, and public health. 
Much of the pioneering research on malaria and cholera—still very much 
European diseases—was done using personnel and medical facilities in 
the colonies.113 The colonies also provided fertile soil for innovation in 
psychiatric medicine, and some practices devised overseas were later 
adopted in Europe.114
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By the end of the nineteenth century, Western medicine was thor-
oughly international. There were (ows and counter(ows of ideas, people, 
and practices, following the contours of the new global economy. Some 
took familiar pathways, but others—like those resulting in international 
medical congresses—were novel and exhibited a strong commitment to 
progress.115 But why was it that Western medicine came to be so widely 
disseminated and highly valued?

For a long time, the answer appeared to be simple: Western medicine 
was self-evidently superior, and people came to prefer it to less effective 
local remedies. But while certain drugs and procedures such as vaccina-
tion against smallpox had enormous potential, it took some time for this 
to be realized due to technical and other practical constraints, let alone 
the cultural and political obstacles that impeded their introduction.116 
Some historians have therefore sought an explanation in the symbolic 
role of Western medicine in modernizing states, particularly colonial ones. 
Backed by the power and resources of government, they argue, Western 
medicine came to enjoy immense prestige while other traditions were rel-
egated to a position of inferiority.117 There is some truth in this, but one 
ought not to push the argument too far. Many indigenous traditions were 
able to survive and even to thrive throughout the nineteenth century.118 
This was true not only of colonial societies but also of some independent 
countries that regarded Western medicine as a tool of modernization. 
While older medical traditions were obliterated in Japan, for instance,119 
they were fostered alongside newer ones in the Ottoman Empire, Qajar 
Iran, and some of the “Princely States” of India.120 Western medicine 
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ultimately gained the upper hand in most of these countries because its 
impact was magni'ed by the near ubiquitous presence of Western phar-
maceuticals, some marketed globally, others locally or regionally. In the 
late nineteenth century, most countries were transformed by the economic 
forces described in the last two sections. The commercialization of agri-
culture, industrialization, urbanization, and labor migration placed many 
more people in contact with Western medicine and its products. Medi-
cines and medical services were widely advertised and available in shops 
and in the workplace through numerous vendors and practitioners. This 
encouraged many people to experiment with a range of therapeutic alter-
natives to traditional remedies. “Doctors” and druggists without formal 
quali'cations traded in streets and bazaars, offering Western medicine 
at a price that many could afford. Those who had invested considerable 
time and money in a medical education were acutely aware that they 
were being undercut by cheaper, unlicensed competitors and began to 
demand the registration of medical practitioners. Legislation like that 
which had been enacted in Europe and North America was increasingly 
passed in other parts of the world. By 1914, for example, all provinces of 
British India had introduced a Medical Registration Act modeled on the 
one passed in Britain in 1858.121

This legislation prevented unquali'ed people from calling themselves 
doctors, but it did little to curb the activities of irregular practitioners 
who peddled a bewildering array of patent medicines. Although most 
of these remedies offered little more than hope, there were enough 
reasonably effective drugs on the market (quinine tablets for example) 
to sustain the growing belief in the ef'cacy of Western medicine. The 
process by which this new medicine came to be embedded in Asian and 
African countries was not dissimilar to what had happened in Europe a 
century earlier. Then, an in(ux of exotic drugs such as fever bark (from 
which quinine was later synthesized) and newly discovered indigenous 
ones such as willow bark (from which Aspirin was later derived) boosted 
con'dence in medicine while fueling a burgeoning market in patent rem-
edies. That the boom in pharmaceuticals and advertising paved the way 
for the dominance of Western medicine is also indicated by the response 
of many traditional healers. They recognized that they could compete 
effectively with Western medicine only by employing similar tactics: by 
commodifying their drugs and taking advantage of new print media to 
advertise their products. As we shall see in the 'nal section, practitioners 
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of ayurveda, tibb, and Chinese medicine used these methods not only to 
survive but ultimately to extend their in(uence beyond local markets.122

Health

At 'rst sight, health would appear to be an unpromising subject for global 
history. Its subjective nature lends itself to the investigation of difference 
rather than shared or connected experiences. And yet, it is possible to 
think globally about health in a way that acknowledges difference and 
change over time. Over the past two hundred years, conceptions of health 
have been transformed as a result of insights from immunology, physiol-
ogy, psychology, and other sciences. Health has come to be regarded not 
simply as the absence of disease but as a state of optimal 'tness or well-
being. This conception of health has provided scope for self-realization, 
but it has also been deliberately encouraged and manipulated.123 In the 
early twentieth century, a cluster of ideas began to form in which health 
was linked to civic obligations. Citizens were encouraged to think about 
their collective and national responsibilities, and many aspects of their 
lives came to be regulated in the name of public health.124 Beginning in 
the West, these ideas soon spread to other parts of the world. New institu-
tions such as medical colleges, modern hospitals, and dispensaries played 
an important part in this, but no less important were the media through 
which the public sphere was constituted. Newspapers and journals of all 
types and in myriad languages popularized Western notions of health and 
hygiene through their articles, editorials, and advertisements.

122. Madhuri Sharma, Indigenous and Western Medicine in Colonial India (Delhi: Founda-
tion Books, 2011); Kavita Sivaramakrishnan, Old Potions, New Bottles: Recasting Indigenous Medi-
cine in Colonial Punjab, 1850–1945 (Hyderabad: Orient Longman, 2006); Guy Attewell, Re!g-
uring Unani Tibb: Plural Healing in Late Colonial India (Hyderabad: Orient Longman, 2007).
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The pills and tonics advertised in the pages of popular journals were 
the material artifacts of a new culture of health that blended imported, 
Western perspectives with local ones.125 They were accompanied by a vari-
ety of soaps, cosmetics, and cleaning materials, whose implicit messages 
were made explicit through formal education and propaganda in schools, 
films, posters, and lectures.126 Indeed, the notion that health was a social 
obligation was among the most important aspects of modernity as it was 
experienced, with subtle variations, in different parts of the world. One is 
accustomed to seeing these things as national or colonial phenomena, but 
there was a substantial degree of convergence between countries despite 
their different cultures and political systems. This “hygienic modernity” 
had colonial, liberal, socialist, and fascist inflections,127 but these were 
variations on a theme, and the variations are arguably less impressive than 
the similarities. Imperial competition, social Darwinism, economic hard-
ship, and the threat or actuality of armed conflict placed a premium on 
bodily and mental efficiency. This began before birth and lasted through-
out an individual’s productive life.128 A new view of health, which sought 
to enhance physical and mental performance, became firmly entrenched 
as societies came to be organized in the service of mass manufacture and 
warfare.129 Such imperatives were not confined to Western nations or 
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even to the cadres that governed their colonies. The educated elites of 
many Asian and African countries also came to view health as an index 
of social fitness, and its promotion was championed as a means of racial 
and national improvement.130 As in the West, growing consciousness of 
health was connected with dietary faddism, physical training, eugenics, 
and campaigns for moral and mental improvement. Decades of colonial 
critique had been internalized, and colonized peoples strove to overcome 
and surpass the physical standards set by their masters. In some cases, 
most obviously in Japan, the cultivation of health was seen as the path to 
modernity and imperial dominance.131

Around the world, the promotion of health was embraced by the state 
and modernizing reformers. As taught in schools and inculcated in institu-
tions such as the armed forces, hygiene conveyed the rudiments of West-
ern medical science and led to rising demand for products legitimated 
by bacteriological conceptions of disease.132 However, the penetration of 
bacteriological and physiological models of health, as well as those derived 
from psychology, did not completely displace older ideas based on ancient 
ideas of balance or, indeed, religious principles. In some cases, elements of 
modern of science were blended with insights from non-Western medical 
traditions, religions, and philosophies. Paradoxically, this became evident 
at the same time as modernist conceptions of health were articulated 
with most conviction. During the 1930s, for example, some individuals in 
Western countries began to promote alternative visions of health, some of 
which were explicitly or implicitly critical of modernity and its tendency 
to fragment human consciousness.133 One aspect of this was the revival of 
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holistic conceptions of health, some of which were closely linked to dietary 
regimes like vegetarianism and whole-food consumption, as well as the 
organic movement in agriculture.134 In each colony and nation-state the 
rendering of science and its blending with indigenous cultural traditions 
was different, as were the political circumstances in which strictures on 
health emerged. Yet, universal principles were increasingly evident: the 
result not only of a particular vision of industrial modernity but of the 
increasingly important role played by international organizations such as 
the League of Nations Health Organization and the Rockefeller Founda-
tion. Although these bodies were intended primarily to manage popula-
tions and the effects of economic change, they raised aspirations and set 
global standards by which public health and its outcomes could be judged. 
In the case of the Rockefeller Foundation, they also exported a model of 
public health that included the establishment of urban and rural health 
units, demonstration projects, and education in hygiene from school to 
university. Although the RF had little lasting impact on British India, for 
example, its programs were implemented widely elsewhere, particularly 
where they complemented local initiatives and nationalist projects of 
regeneration.135 Public health was progressively internationalized, its focus 
transcending purely colonial concerns.136

By the 1930s differences in health indicators could be measured fairly 
precisely due to the centralization of mortality data in the League of 
Nations and bodies such as the Pan American Health Organization.137 As a 
result, something approaching a global consciousness of health emerged, 
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with international comparisons—often involving the Soviet Union as a 
paragon of the new collective ideal—'guring prominently. While coun-
tries were seen to be at different stages of development and to face dif-
ferent challenges, there was, as Henry Sigerist put it, a “human solidarity” 
in matters of health that could not be easily disregarded.138 This was to 
acquire more substantial form in 1948, when health was listed as a human 
right in the United Nations Declaration and the idea grew that states had 
important obligations to ensure the health of their citizens. However, 
the internationalism of the immediate postwar era began to evaporate as 
relations between the West and the communist powers deteriorated. The 
notion that health was a human right was also criticized in some quarters 
as vague and impossible to de'ne.

Nevertheless, most af(uent nations continued to spend generously 
on health and to promote its development in poorer countries through 
foreign aid. Thus, the two superpowers—the United States and the Soviet 
Union—were major players in the most high-pro'le public health inter-
vention of the postwar era: the World Health Organization’s campaign 
to eradicate smallpox. The latter began in 1959 following the initiative 
of the Soviet Union’s deputy minister of health and intensi'ed from the 
mid-1960s, under American leadership.139 Such campaigns re(ected the 
technological optimism that had emerged in the preceding decades, but 
they were also an expression of political will, on the part of both national 
governments and the international community represented by the United 
Nations and its agencies. The United States and the Soviet Union also gave 
technical and 'nancial assistance to international health campaigns in 
the hope that it would improve their standing in countries regarded as 
ideological battlegrounds. This proved bene'cial or divisive depending 
on the context. Indeed, campaigns such as those waged against smallpox 
and malaria in the 1960s and 1970s highlighted many of the problems 
that would become increasingly evident in the years ahead; namely, ten-
sions between local and international agencies and the tendency for 
high-pro'le, “vertical” public health campaigns to attract resources from 
other services.140 As we shall see in the next section, these problems were 
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aggravated by the proliferation of actors in the 'eld of global health and 
by the diminishing power of the state.

The Global Present

In this 'nal section of this article I consider some contemporary issues 
that would bene't from an historical perspective, starting with the most 
obvious consequence of globalization—pandemic disease. This aspect of 
contemporary globalization has received more attention from historians 
of medicine than any other, many books and articles having been written 
on HIV/AIDS and SARS in recent years. However, nearly all of these stud-
ies examine disease in the context of particular cities or nation-states; only 
a few offer a global or comparative perspective.141 Such a perspective is 
necessary, to understand not only the causes of pandemics but also their 
legacy. The pandemics of the past few decades have already left a mark 
on our consciousness and this is particularly true of AIDS, which the his-
torian Allan Brandt regards as the catalyst to new ways of thinking about 
public health. It was AIDS, he argues, that gave birth to the new 'eld of 
“global health,” now widely represented in university curriculums and in 
government programs around the world. Brandt sees clear differences 
between global health and the era of international health that preceded 
it. In particular, he points to the much greater emphasis that the global 
health movement places on human rights, the more active role envisaged 
for recipients of health care, and the integration of public health with clin-
ical medicine. But these “complementary innovations,” as Brandt terms 
them, jostle with some very different conceptions of what global health 
is or ought to be.142 Global health manifests differently according to the 
problem identi'ed, while the objectives of its agents vary considerably.143

The tensions within what would become the global health movement 
were present at its inception. While activists demanded respect and ade-
quate treatment for the victims of AIDS, governments resourced AIDS 
programs largely for other reasons. Chief among these were concerns 
over security; that is, the protection of national interests. The devastation  
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caused by AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa led intelligence agencies to con-
template the implications of the pandemic for the stability of allied and 
strategically important states.144 Disease was not the sole source of these 
anxieties, but it came to embody them, whether it was the volatility of 
the globalized economy or concerns over terrorism.145 Today, govern-
ments continue to view global health initiatives in similar ways.146 While 
they stress the need to work with external agencies to achieve common 
objectives, their decisions are guided chie(y by national interests. The 
aspiration of “health for all” is secondary, if not always incompatible with 
the 'rst.147

The aims of different global health agencies do not necessarily contra-
dict one another, but there is certainly some tension between them. At the 
dawn of the new millennium, fear of new infections—originating mostly 
in tropical countries—led some in the West to demand tighter controls on 
the movement of peoples and commodities from areas deemed to have a 
higher risk of infectious disease.148 On the whole, they were left frustrated, 
but more emphasis came to be placed on epidemiological surveillance 
and containment, especially after the SARS pandemic of 2003. Although 
it killed relatively few people by contrast with most other pandemic dis-
eases (8,422 recorded cases and 916 deaths), the uncertainty surround-
ing SARS caused great alarm and threatened for a time to destabilize 
the global economy.149 The response to SARS, coming in the wake of the 
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terrorist attacks of September 2001, was infused with the rhetoric of the 
War on Terror. Nations that failed to observe the new protocols of “germ 
governance” were seen as little better than states that sponsored terror-
ism.150 There was a sense that the world had become a more dangerous 
place, in which nation-states would struggle to protect their sovereignty 
and their borders. The response to SARS invariably took the form of quar-
antine and isolation, violation of which, in some countries, was severely 
punished.151 While there was general acceptance that such measures were 
desirable, some states were accused of overreacting and of unacceptable 
infringements of human rights. In Taipei, for example, the city’s homeless 
population was corralled and healthy people were placed in quarantine 
alongside those who were infected.152 This draconian response was prob-
ably intended to reassure the international community, for states that 
failed to meet international expectations faced censure and a catastrophic 
loss of business and investor con'dence.153 

In all these senses, SARS was typical of the majority of epidemic or 
pandemic diseases. AIDS, by contrast, was a slowly unfolding tragedy 
rather than a time-limited event or sequence of events.154 It was therefore 
SARS rather than AIDS that provided the model for pandemic control 
in the coming decade. The main focus of these concerns was in(uenza 
or in(uenza-like diseases, which were capable of spreading rapidly in an 
age of mass air transportation and of engendering a panic that could 
destabilize the global economy. These threats were (and are) real enough, 
but they also re(ect the volatility of 'nancial markets and other anxieties 
arising from globalization. These fears were stoked by estimates of mortal-
ity that were invariably in(ated, sometimes egregiously so. This was not 
solely because public health of'cials played to the media but because the 
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methods they employed were (awed. In(uenza is perhaps the most pro-
tean of infections, and most models designed to predict its behavior have 
proved unsatisfactory.155 But predictions—even inaccurate ones—have 
their uses, and governments have taken advantage of the fear generated 
by pandemics to justify measures normally considered unacceptable. Dur-
ing the H1N1 pandemic in 2009, for example, many countries imposed a 
ban on pork imports from North America despite a declaration from the 
WHO that such produce was safe. This prompted allegations of sanitary 
protectionism—a familiar refrain since the dismantling of formal tariff 
barriers and the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1995.156 
Yet, sanitary protectionism is far from being a “weapon of the weak.” The 
states that have most frequently taken advantage of international law are 
among the richest and most powerful. The losers tend to be those that rely 
on export earnings to improve the health and prosperity of their people.

The fragmented response to H1N1 contrasts starkly with the consen-
sual, internationalist rhetoric of the global health movement. Though pan-
demics are universal risks, they continue to elicit nationalistic responses,157 
and the trend toward global governance, which some claimed to discern 
in the response to SARS,158 has stalled. Repeated demands to “securitize” 
health159—if enacted—are likely to exacerbate these problems, for, while 
security is clearly a “public good,”160 it is generally invoked in defense of 
particular interests. As we have seen, this is especially true when sanitary 
concerns impinge on those of commerce. Most nations employ specialist 
lawyers and scientists who are engaged to calculate the sanitary risks posed 
by the trade in certain commodities. Though all appeal to “science” as 
the arbiter of commercial and other sanitary disputes, there is no objec-
tive standard against which such assessments can be made.161 Each is 
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open to interpretation and endless challenges result. Calculations of risk 
also shape other aspects of pandemic prevention. Most countries have 
national risk registers in which pandemics figure prominently, while insur-
ance companies make their own influential assessments. The company 
Maplecroft, for instance, produces an annual Influenza Pandemic Risk 
Index that “enables governments, intergovernmental organizations and 
businesses to identify potential risks to populations and supply chains.” 
Countries are ranked and classified according to different risk levels along 
three indices: the risk of the emergence of new strains, the risk of spread, 
and their capacity to contain an epidemic.162

Risk assessments are unavoidable and, in many respects, bene'cial 
features of public health. However, we ought not to assume that they are 
objective statements of reality. It is vital to understand how risks are cal-
culated and who stands to gain from such assessments. Individuals, social 
groups and even nations can be pressurized into altering their behavior 
in conformity with these calculations—whether by the dictates of insur-
ers or through fear of legal redress.163 But the most pressing need is to 
understand the process whereby risk calculations result in risk manage-
ment. All manner of assumptions and interests come into play as com-
munities or organizations decide how to interpret and act upon the risk 
assessments they receive. It is also important to re(ect upon the ways in 
which risk assessments affect inter-personal relationships. Humanitarian 
and cosmopolitan sentiments can easily evaporate once risk groups have 
been identi'ed. Evaluations of risk also provide a more atomized and 
individualistic basis for public health than ideas of civic duty, whether 
they be Renaissance notions of the “common good” or modern concep-
tions of “social citizenship.” The latter are essentially collective principles 
and entail mutual obligations. Risk assessments can be utilized in the ser-
vice of such ideals, but they tend to pull in the opposite direction. This 
is clearly the case with vaccination, the uptake of which has dropped in 
many high-income countries, especially in wealthy areas. Parents make 
choices based solely on the risks and bene'ts of vaccination for their own 
children, as opposed to notions of collective responsibility. Herd immu-
nity has come to be seen not so much as a social good but as a factor in 
individual decision making.164
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Risk relationships may be no better or worse than earlier foundations of 
public health, but they are different and need to be reckoned with. Faced 
with a multiplicity of risk factors, national governments, charities, NGOs, 
and global institutions are left to decide which to prioritize and how to act 
on them. Since the appearance of SARS, there has been a clear preference 
to deal with the risk of pandemic diseases by tracking their emergence 
and spread, with the aim of containing outbreaks or buying valuable time. 
Calls for more and better surveillance therefore persist.165 But it is improb-
able that even the most sophisticated systems of surveillance will enable 
the containment of all diseases. Moreover, this response deals with only 
one element of risk—the risk of transmission; the risk of the emergence 
of new diseases or strains receives considerably less attention.

By far the most important risk factor in this sense is humanity’s chang-
ing relationship with other species. All periods of global integration have 
left their mark on these relationships and the past few decades are no 
exception. Deforestation—largely as a consequence of logging for the 
global market—has brought human beings into contact with a wider 
range of infections, as humans invade the wild habitats of other animals. 
Ebola, Nipah virus, hantavirus, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and many 
other diseases have “emerged” and spread as a result of forest clearance, 
as well as the increasing recreational use of woodland and other wilder-
ness areas.166 The trade in animals as pets and bush meat has exacerbated 
this trend, most obviously in the case of SARS and Ebola.167

Notions of “emerging” and “reemerging” infections sometimes conceal 
deeply held prejudices about other nations, especially their sanitary habits 
and modes of governance.168 But there can be no doubt that the global 
disease environment is changing. The rapid growth of cities such as Kin-
shasa and Chongqing re(ects the economic advantages to be gained from 
concentrating people and resources, but a penalty has usually to be paid. 
Dense populations allow diseases to circulate and mutate more quickly. 
Poorly planned construction provides ample breeding sites for mosquitoes 
carrying diseases such as dengue and malaria. Burgeoning populations 
outstrip the supply of wholesome water. Most worrying of all, perhaps, are 
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the consequences of feeding such conurbations. In many parts of Asia, 
rapid urbanization is the chief driver of intensive animal production, 
as it was in the West a century or so before. As well as affording greater 
opportunities for the mutation of viral diseases such as in(uenza,169 the 
subtherapeutic use of antibiotics in intensive farming has been linked to 
bacterial resistance, for example, to the drug tetracycline. The problem 
of intensive livestock production is widely acknowledged by bodies such 
as the WHO and the WTO.170 But there is little they can do in the face of 
huge variations in national legislation. In view of the powerful interests 
involved, and the desire to maintain or secure competitive advantage, the 
prospect of concerted global action appears dim.

So far, I have discussed globalization in relation to pandemic diseases 
and that is largely because the epidemiological consequences of integra-
tion are generally seen in that way. However, there is growing recognition 
that changing lifestyles, which are directly and indirectly linked to global-
ization, are transforming patterns of morbidity in both highly developed 
and low-income countries. Globalization has lifted millions from poverty 
and has contributed in many instances to the improvement of health infra-
structure and the provision of vital utilities such as clean water. It has also 
enabled governments in developing countries to afford more medicines 
and vaccines, thereby reducing deaths from easily preventable and cur-
able diseases. These results have been most spectacular in nations such 
as Bangladesh that have high levels of civic activism, female education, 
and state involvement in health care. As a result, global mortality from 
the majority of infectious diseases—with the exception HIV/AIDS—is fall-
ing. Causing around 25 percent of deaths worldwide in 1998, infectious 
diseases were responsible for less than 16 percent of global mortality in 
2010.171 Global life expectancy has risen to sixty-six years and is expected 
to reach seventy-three by 2025.172
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However, longevity and prosperity have created new problems. An 
aging population is more likely to suffer degenerative diseases such as 
dementia, and this is placing an enormous burden on even the richest 
nations. Rising incomes in developing countries have also brought an 
increase in alcohol- and tobacco-related diseases. Global mortality from 
tobacco-related illness, for example, is projected to increase to around 
ten million per year by 2030. The costs for the countries that are most 
affected—principally China and India—will be staggering, not to men-
tion the impact on productivity.173 The effects of these diseases are com-
pounded by those arising from obesity.174 Although conditions such as dia-
betes and cancer have been rising in developing countries for decades,175 
the pace of dietary change over the past twenty years has been extraordi-
nary. In China, the consumption of animal products increased 40 percent 
between 1989 and 1997 and that of “fast food” doubled between 1999 and 
2007.176 Traditional diets that are relatively high in vegetables, fruits, and 
whole grains (allowing for local cultural differences) have been replaced 
by those high in saturated fats and re'ned carbohydrates. These rapid 
changes in food culture have been fueled by some of the indirect effects 
of globalization such as economic insecurity and urbanization, while their 
detrimental effects on human health have been exacerbated by more 
sedentary working patterns and increasing reliance on motor transport.

It is presently unclear whether these harmful trends can be countered, 
but the problem appears rather differently in different countries. In rap-
idly developing countries there are stark contrasts between the mortality 
and morbidity pro'les of the new middle class and the very poor, many 
of whom still die as a result of exposure to infectious diseases, accidents, 
and violence.177 Likewise, diseases of af(uence in developing countries 
are often the diseases of poverty in high-income countries. Obesity, car-
diovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes are usually to be found among 
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those unable to reap the bene'ts of globalization: the poorly educated 
and unskilled who have suffered economically and psychologically from 
the decline of traditional heavy industries. In many af(uent and middle-
income countries there is also a third group of persons who present 
a complicated mixture of problems: economic migrants. Low-skilled 
migrant workers are not always from foreign countries but are often 'rst-
generation immigrants from rural areas. Like their foreign counterparts, 
they tend to lack basic rights, including the right to health care and health 
insurance; their hours of work are long and their job security low. They 
typically suffer from health problems that show the consequences of new 
dietary habits (e.g., diabetes) alongside those associated with poor hous-
ing and working conditions (e.g., water-borne diseases, respiratory disease, 
exposure to environmental toxins, and physical injury).

Migrant workers—whose status is sometimes that of illegal immi-
grants—also exhibit a range of mental health problems caused by over-
work, poverty, abuse, and deracination. They share these problems with 
many persons who arrive in countries of all types as refugees following 
famine, war, and natural disasters. As Zygmunt Bauman has remarked, the 
treatment of these groups resembles that of “vagabonds” and other per-
sons displaced during previous economic and political upheavals.178 Like 
their historical counterparts, the marginal status of migrant workers and 
refugees has also been “'xed” by the stigma of infectious diseases such as 
tuberculosis and accusations of mental illness.179 It is, however, dif'cult to 
be sure of the impact of globalization on mental health. For some, global-
ization may provide a release from social and cultural restraints, whereas 
for others economic insecurity results in depression and anxiety. What is 
certain, however, is that current problems of mental health, like those of 
physical health, cannot be understood independently of the global forces 
that govern so many aspects of our lives.180 

The effects of globalization have been equally apparent in the 'eld 
of health care, most obviously in a shift from public to private provision. 
The mid-twentieth century saw the idealization of the state as a provider 
of health care and in most countries its contribution continued to grow 
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for decades. Western social democracies expanded the range of health 
care available to the public, while some authoritarian regimes like South 
Korea under Park Chung-hee favored state-funded health insurance as 
a way of co-opting and mobilizing the population for nationalist ends.181 
The same was true of many countries in what used to be called the “Third 
World.” There, attention shifted from disease-speci'c campaigns to pri-
mary health care. The Soviet Union was one of the leading lights in this 
transition, hosting the conference that produced the famous 1978 Alma-
Ata Declaration of “Health for All by 2000.”182 Communist China offered 
a different model of health care in the form of its barefoot doctor pro-
gram, which provided an alternative to more hierarchical and technically 
oriented forms of intervention.183

By the 1980s, however, a radically different form of consensus was 
emerging, closely aligned with the ascent of neoliberal ideology. One of 
the consequences of the “Washington Consensus” was the scaling back of 
state-funded health care and the emergence of market-driven reforms. 
Neoliberalism was sustained by the growing belief that the state impeded 
ef'ciency and prevented formerly dominant nations from competing in a 
global market with states that had lower taxes and production costs. How-
ever, the effects of neoliberal thinking were most immediately apparent in 
low-income countries that were forced to cut back on state expenditure as 
a condition for 'nancial assistance. As the International Monetary Fund’s 
structural adjustment programs began to bite into state expenditure, 
health inequalities became more visible in many of the poorest parts of 
the world.184 Other health care providers including private companies, 
NGOs, charitable foundations, and missionaries began to take a promi-
nent role.185 The work of these institutions has often been impressive, 
but concern over their accountability remains.186 Neoliberal policies also 
became the norm in the West, even in those countries that retained state-
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funded systems of health care. So-called public-private partnerships were 
promoted vigorously by governments of all complexions. Beginning in 
Australia in the 1980s, but later taken up enthusiastically in the United 
Kingdom and other European countries, PPPs seemed to offer substantial 
savings. The results, however, were mixed, and the cost of such schemes 
was often massively underestimated.187

Privatization has been driven by rising costs as much as by political ide-
ology. As Roy Porter put it some years ago, “the healthier western society 
becomes, the more medicine it craves.”188 Demand for new drugs and 
other forms of treatment means that the cost of health care has escalated, 
pharmaceutical companies having an incentive to raise prices to the maxi-
mum the market will bear. In countries with substantially state-funded 
health services, access to new drugs is normally regulated by bodies that 
assess value for money and clinical ef'cacy, so the cost of health care has 
risen more slowly than in countries in which the private-sector dominates. 
In 2009, the United States, with its predominantly private system of health 
care, spent 17.6 percent of gross domestic product on health, whereas 
the United Kingdom, with its free universal health care, spent only 9.8 
percent, with no obvious difference in outcomes.189

However, the insatiable demand for new medicines is no longer con-
'ned to the West, if it ever was. Medical consumerism is now a global 
phenomenon, and its appetites are sharpened by a cosmopolitan market 
in goods and services. Western medicine has to compete with other forms 
of healing such as traditional Chinese medicine and ayurveda, both of 
which have found niches in a global market. Interest in these and other 
“alternative” medicines rose sharply from the 1960s, as con'dence in 
Western medicine began to decline following a series of scandals (tha-
lidomide being the most obvious) and concerns over iatrogenic disease. 
Non-Western therapies were in tune with a counterculture characterized 
by individualism, environmentalism, and feminism; Western medicine, 
by contrast, seemed increasingly anonymous and in league with “Big 
Pharma.” Disenchantment brought a surge of interest in “holistic” forms 
of healing and pharmaceutical products which touted their exotic or 
wholesome origins.190
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Ironically, the globalization of these products (and the medical tradi-
tions which purportedly spawned them) was possible only because they 
emulated many features of Western medicine and pharmaceutical manu-
facture. Formerly diverse practices were welded together into traditions 
“recovered” or perhaps invented in order to meet the need for national 
systems of medicine in the wake of political independence. Granting equal 
status to “indigenous” medicines alongside that of the West also meant 
imposing similar quali'cations and standards for practice and training.191 
This was not uncontroversial but it allowed entities such as traditional 
Chinese medicine to take a concrete form and this gave them greater 
prominence internationally. The tendency toward uniformity has been 
most evident in the pharmaceutical sector, however. Although they have 
been marketed as alternatives to mass-produced, synthetic pharmaceuti-
cals, many so-called traditional medicines are manufactured industrially 
and sold in much the same way as their Western counterparts.192

Purveyors of these pharmaceuticals have created many global brands 
but practitioners of non-Western medicine have also had to adapt to local 
cultures. This is the case with traditional Chinese medicine in East Africa, 
where, despite the training of African practitioners in Chinese institu-
tions, local expectations have led to signi'cant modi'cations of practice. 
One might consider this to be an example of “glocalization” rather than 
globalization pure and simple.193 Other medical “traditions” have also 
adapted to new locations and different constituencies, as is evident in 
the case of ayurveda, in which at least three distinct varieties can now be 
discerned.194 In acknowledgment of this complex mixture of diversity and 
global branding, some scholars have used the term “neotraditionalism” 
to describe the deployment of “tradition” to legitimate practices which 
are new.195 Being very much a product of globalization, neotraditional 
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medicine is deterritorialized and carries little of the nationalistic and, on 
occasion, racial baggage of earlier times.

While some forms of traditional medicine have taken advantage of 
globalization, others—such as Korean medicine—have yet to establish 
themselves internationally. Nor should we exaggerate the status that 
even the most successful forms of non-Western medicine currently enjoy. 
Some—like traditional Chinese medicine—are recognized in programs of 
integrated medicine that combine TCM and other “traditional” therapies 
with biomedical ones. In some Chinese hospitals, integration of Western, 
TCM and ethnic minority medicines works extremely well, assisted by the 
fact that practitioners of all systems have identical pay scales.196 But while 
some Western universities have schools of medicine, it is not yet widely 
practiced beyond Asia and is still looked upon skeptically by many. IM 
also affords less equality to traditional medicines than might be supposed, 
for non-Western therapies—which were originally formulated to meet 
the needs of individual patients—are appraised by randomized control 
trials and other methods that take no account of such variations.197 Far 
from being a savior of traditional medicines, evidence-based medicine 
has effectively subordinated them, forcing them to accept the validity of 
criteria they can never hope to meet.

Biomedicine therefore remains in the ascendant in most countries and 
is becoming more powerful in some which had vibrant traditions of their 
own. Western medicine is now seen as a lifestyle choice—just as alterna-
tive medicines are for many people in the West—af'rming modernity and 
membership of a global community. It also provides quick and effective 
remedies that are well suited to the pace of life in a modern, globalized 
world. As a result of these and other local factors, practitioners of tradi-
tional medicine in some countries have seen their status fall. Traditional 
medical schools in South Korea, which used to attract the best students 
from high school, now appear to be struggling to 'll places as star pupils 
(ock to colleges of Western medicine.198 Likewise, foreign visitors are as 
likely to come to China or India for treatment in Western hospitals as to 
seek alternatives to such remedies.199 But millions in the world’s poorest 
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countries are unable to afford either the services offered by practitioners 
of Western medicine or those of physicians trained in the great traditions 
of Asia. Their medical choices are affected by globalization but not in any 
clear or easily generalizable way, often resorting to unlicensed practitio-
ners who synthesize elements of different medical “systems.”200

The choices made by individuals within the global market are normally 
innocuous but in some cases the most af(uent exercise their choice at 
the expense of the poorest and most vulnerable. Perhaps the most noto-
rious example of this is the trade in organs intended for transplantation. 
Though this trade is distasteful to many, a number of prominent ethicists 
have made strong arguments in favor of it, albeit in strictly controlled 
circumstances.201 But the reality usually falls short of the ideal, for organs 
tend to be harvested from the desperate for substantially less than “mar-
ket price.” There is also plenty of evidence to show that they are obtained 
under duress, especially from persons who fall victim to human traf'ck-
ers.202 Organized on a global scale, these activities are dif'cult to detect 
and almost impossible to regulate. Questions of equity and ef'ciency 
also come into play when the global market is allowed to govern matters 
of public health, not least the development and distribution of vaccines. 
During the H1N1 in(uenza pandemic of 2009, stocks of vaccine were 
quickly exhausted as they were purchased by af(uent nations. Practi-
cally none of the vaccine reached African countries, but ironically much 
of the unused stock from rich countries was dumped there.203 Without 
something like a global fund to purchase vaccines or, indeed, life-saving 
treatments for common infectious diseases, the health of many people 
around the world is likely to remain dependent on the good of'ces of 
charitable foundations.

Conclusion

In this article I have made a case for the relevance of global history to his-
torians of health, disease, and medicine. It has not been my intention to 
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be prescriptive or to devalue other approaches but merely to af'rm that 
a global perspective can illuminate some of the central problems of our 
'eld. Widening the geographical range of our scholarship allows us to see 
familiar stories—like the emergence of modern “Western” medicine—in a 
new light, for its origins appear more diverse and exotic than traditional 
accounts allow. A global perspective also enables us to see connections 
between what at 'rst appear to be random events, such as the growing 
prevalence of many diseases (human, plant, and animal; infectious and 
noninfectious) simultaneously in different parts of the world. Indeed, the 
advent of the 'rst global market produced an epidemiological upheaval 
comparable to the great “exchanges” of the past. All manner of pathogens 
came to circulate the globe, while the environments receiving them were 
transformed by commercial agriculture and industrial enterprise. And 
yet, the world was “uni'ed” by disease in only the most super'cial sense. 
It soon became clear that a divergence had occurred, for the countries 
that gained most from global integration enjoyed improving health while 
conditions often worsened elsewhere. Better nutrition and sanitary infra-
structure in the richer nations began to reduce mortality from infectious 
disease, but improvements occurred 'tfully or considerably later in their 
colonies. It was not until the 1930s that the situation began to improve. At 
that time, international comparisons, rising expectations, and concerns 
over international competitiveness led to an escalation of state interven-
tion and more standardized conceptions of health and illness. This transi-
tion was aided by the increasing availability of Western pharmaceuticals 
and services, particularly in industrial and commercial centers that had 
grown with the global market. These products paved the way for medi-
cal and sanitary interventions by normalizing Western medicine and the 
biological concepts that underpinned it.

Our present era bears some resemblance to this earlier period of inte-
gration. Once again, there is an increasing threat from certain infectious 
diseases, but with the exception of tuberculosis and in(uenza these are 
different from those that plagued the nineteenth century. There are other 
differences, too. Chronic diseases and degenerative conditions once found 
predominantly in the West are now ubiquitous, while health inequalities 
within nations—even af(uent ones—are almost as striking as those which 
exist between them. This gradual shift re(ects the emergence of a social 
structure that has global dimensions and of a distribution of power that 
is less geographically localized than in the age of empires. The response 
to health problems arising from global integration is also rather differ-
ent. Although the organizations involved in public health and health 
care have always been diverse, the period from roughly 1850 to 1970 was 
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characterized by the growth of the state. Its increasing role in matters of 
health re(ected a belief that government intervention ameliorated social 
inequalities and that the welfare of all classes was mutually dependent.204 
International organizations and agreements on health revealed a simi-
lar consensus. Though spurious in many respects, this internationalism 
brought real improvements and helped to stabilize the global economy.205

Today, there is no real consensus on how to deal with the health prob-
lems arising from global integration. Whereas previous generations looked 
primarily to the state, its role in the provision of health care is decreasing 
in rich and poor countries alike. While global threats to health appear to 
have increased, the authority of global institutions has not. Nevertheless, 
“global health” is an ideal that most governments, NGOs, and charitable 
foundations profess. Programs of global health exist in most major uni-
versities, and the subject’s disciplinary identity is re(ected in the titles of 
journals and monographs. All over the world, the young and idealistic 
are drawn to work in a 'eld which appears to embody humanitarian 
ideals. But global health remains an elusive concept. It is not at all clear 
whether it is a noble aspiration or a new type of policy that transcends 
the concerns of nation-states.206 Both of these meanings coexist in insti-
tutions such as the WHO, which sees its role as being to promote health 
as a human right as well as to protect humanity from universal threats. 
However, the mantle of global health often disguises other motives. The 
term frequently digni'es the pursuit of national interests, not simply the 
protection of borders but foreign health interventions that are designed 
primarily to secure economic and political objectives.

It would be unrealistic to expect otherwise, especially in view of the 
competitive pressures exerted by globalization. But global health can be 
more than an aggregation of interests. While public health has always 
been part of statecraft, it has also—since its inception—re(ected a shared 
understanding of health as a common good.207 For the past 've centuries, 
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these ideas have been con'ned to the citizens and subjects of nation-states, 
but there are signs that our idea of the “common good” is becoming more 
inclusive, partly as a result of exposure to global threats.208 Some aspects 
of health policy—particularly those grounded in a narrow conception of 
security—have inhibited the development of this new cosmopolitanism, 
so the way forward, perhaps, is to conceive of security in a different way: 
to recognize that it is social in nature, enforced by the state—yes—but 
based ultimately upon trust and mutual respect.209 Just as public health 
provided the social glue that enabled nation-states to survive the turmoil 
of industrialization, global health may yet provide a shared identity that 
inspires trust and con'dence between different nations and ethnicities.
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